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    Yoga Mat 24 Inch X 68 InchYoga Mat 24 Inch X 68 Inch  $39.99$39.99 
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 Description  Description 

Fitness gurus and novices can work on stretching, balance and core strength while enjoyingFitness gurus and novices can work on stretching, balance and core strength while enjoying
the cushioned, non-slip surface of this Yoga Mat. The mat delivers comfort and stability forthe cushioned, non-slip surface of this Yoga Mat. The mat delivers comfort and stability for
moving through yoga poses, and the lightweight design makes it simple to bring the mat alongmoving through yoga poses, and the lightweight design makes it simple to bring the mat along
to the studio and back home. Measuring 68 in. x 24 in., the mat provides a large surface forto the studio and back home. Measuring 68 in. x 24 in., the mat provides a large surface for
elongated positions while the bright purple coloring adds vibrancy to fitness areas. The stickyelongated positions while the bright purple coloring adds vibrancy to fitness areas. The sticky
surface grips the floor to help prevent sliding, so yogis and beginners alike can stay focused onsurface grips the floor to help prevent sliding, so yogis and beginners alike can stay focused on
their poses.their poses.

Provides a gripping surface for working through yoga posesProvides a gripping surface for working through yoga poses

Cushioning offers comfort for the body while the non-slip surface helps hold hands andCushioning offers comfort for the body while the non-slip surface helps hold hands and
feet steadyfeet steady

Transport is simple thanks to the mats lightweight design that can be rolled up andTransport is simple thanks to the mats lightweight design that can be rolled up and
brought back and forth to yoga sessionsbrought back and forth to yoga sessions

Bold purple design adds a pop of color to the gymBold purple design adds a pop of color to the gym
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Sweat, dirt and other particles can be removed by hand washing followed by air dryingSweat, dirt and other particles can be removed by hand washing followed by air drying

Specifications:Specifications:

Activity: YogaActivity: Yoga

Color: PurpleColor: Purple

Color Family: PurpleColor Family: Purple

Non-Slip Surface(s): YesNon-Slip Surface(s): Yes

Product Height: 0.125 in.Product Height: 0.125 in.

Product Length: 68 in.Product Length: 68 in.

Product Weight: 2.24 lb.Product Weight: 2.24 lb.

Product Width: 24 in.Product Width: 24 in.

Cushioned Non-slip surfaceCushioned Non-slip surface

68 inch L x 24 inch W x 1/6 inch thick68 inch L x 24 inch W x 1/6 inch thick

Special Warranty:1 YearSpecial Warranty:1 Year
Unit:EAUnit:EA
Shipment Type:Small PackShipment Type:Small Pack
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